BEYOND THE BASICS: INTEGRATING PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT INTO ENTERPRISE AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMMING

CHAT TRANSCRIPT

DECEMBER 8, 2020
**PRESENTERS**

Lara Colace, Action Against Hunger

Alexandre Letzelter, Action Against Hunger

Benson Adoko, International Rescue Committee

Brian Ssebunya, International Rescue Committee

Kay Andrade-Eekhoff, Catholic Relief Services

Juan Carlos Duran, Catholic Relief Services

**MODERATORS**

Laura Meissner, USAID
08:59:25 From Karen Romano to All panelists: Karen Romano, IDEAL Activity Director, Washington DC

08:59:27 From Marketlinks: Welcome! Please introduce yourself in the chat (Name, Organization, Location).

08:59:32 From Dorothy Taft to All panelists: Dorothy Taft, The Market Project, Alexandria, VA

08:59:43 From Joseph Nyaga to All panelists: Joseph Nyaga-refuSHe Kenya

08:59:45 From Evan: Evan Meyer, USAID/Rwanda

08:59:45 From Terry W - Judy W to All panelists: Terry Wollen, retired veterinarian with OFDA / USAID

08:59:55 From Bharati Joshi to All panelists: Bharati from Indian Grameen Services, Kolkata, India

09:00:00 From Ashok: Ashok, Mukti Cox' Bazar. Bangladesh

09:00:03 From Lauro Tito Ilagan to All panelists: Tito Ilagan, Plan International Philippines - USAID Marawi Response Project

09:00:04 From Bryan Marsalis - HI to All panelists: Good afternoon, Bryan Marsalis, Humanity & Inclusion, Philippines

09:00:05 From Nour Beydoun to All panelists: Nour Beydoun, NRC RO Dakar

09:00:12 From Mette Karlsen to All panelists: mette karlsen, independent consultant, Wash Dc

09:00:13 From Bharati Joshi: Bharati from Indian Grameen Services, Kolkata, India

09:00:13 From Hoger T. Arif (ACF) to All panelists: Hoger T. Arif, ACF - Iraq mission

09:00:20 From Linda Pekosi-USAID LGP to All panelists: Hi All, Linda Pekosi from Papua New Guinea

09:00:36 From Анастасия Ефименко to All panelists: Anastasiia Yefyumenko_PAH_Ukraine

09:00:37 From Rosa Anaya, CRS: Hello, Rosa Anaya, CRS, El Salvador

09:01:06 From Dr.Raj Dravid to All panelists: Dr Raj Dravid from New Delhi India

09:01:16 From Sarah Ward: hello, Sarah Ward, US

09:01:23 From Bryan Marsalis - HI: Good afternoon, Bryan Marsalis, Humanity & Inclusion, Philippines

09:01:39 From Dr.Raj Dravid: Dr Raj Dravid from New Delhi India
09:01:43  From Leila Garbouj to All panelists: Good afternoon

09:01:58  From Hoger T. Arif (ACF) to All panelists: Hoger T. Arif, ACF - Iraq mission

09:02:15  From Leila Garbouj to All panelists: Good After from Tunisia, Leila Garbouj from Action Against Hunger

09:02:23  From Cyril Lekiefs ACF to All panelists: Cyril Lekiefs - ACF - Paris

09:02:26  From Monica: Hello, Monica Bianchi, Italy

09:02:31  From Noor Amawi to All panelists: Noor Amawi, Action Against Hunger, Jordan

09:02:38  From vkiaya to All panelists: Hello, from Paris

09:02:42  From KMugenya to All panelists: Kevin Mugenya, World Vision Iraq

09:02:51  From Heather Lynn Esper to All panelists: Heather Esper, William Davidson Institute at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan USA

09:02:51  From Noor Amawi: Noor Amawi, Action Against Hunger, Jordan

09:03:04  From Jennifer Groves: Good Morning, Jennifer in Wisconsin

09:03:10  From Ali Azeez to All panelists: Ali H. Azeez, Danish Refugee Council, Iraq

09:03:23  From mweinmann to All panelists: Matt Weinmann, USAID/Armenia

09:03:27  From Caroline Ogonowski: Good Morning, Caroline Ogonowski, USAID/BHA, Washington, DC

09:03:42  From Caroline Bailey to All panelists: Hello, Caroline Bailey, ACDI/VOCA, Washington, DC

09:03:43  From Eleanor Nagy to All panelists: Eleanor Nagy, The Market Project, WashDC

09:03:43  From Chris Maclay / Mercy Corps to All panelists: Hiya family. Chris Maclay, Mercy Corps, (currently in) UK

09:03:47  From Carmen Jaquez to All panelists: Good Morning/Afternoon, I am Carmen Jaquez, Mercy Corps Technical Advisor

09:04:33  From fnyagah to All panelists: Good evening. Fredrick Nyagah from Global communities based in Nairobi Kenya

09:05:08  From Carla Kamitsuji to All panelists: Good morning, good afternoon. I am Carla Kamitsuji, Psychiatrist part of the MHPSS team, ICRC, Geneva.
From JM to All panelists: Julie Meier, IOM Iraq

From Andrew Ochoa - Mercy Corps: Good morning, Andrew Ochoa, Mercy Corps, US

From Sarah Ward: so great to see the EA$E model in use!

From Julie Koehler to All panelists: I wanted to ask where male partners and family members are included in the process to achieve the behavior change in the enabling environment?

From Mette Karlsen to All panelists: someone might touch upon this later but for now, my questions are:

From Mette Karlsen to All panelists: 1) does anyone have experience with working with male survivors of SGBV?

From Mette Karlsen to All panelists: 2) what about working with males to discuss SGBV, about drivers of this issue?

From Mette Karlsen to All panelists: males and communities—and/or missed gender/age groups

From Thom H to All panelists: Excellent presentation Brine & Benson!

From Ashenafi to All panelists: Well Done Benson!

From Thom H: Excellent presentation Brine & Benson!

From Brian Ssebunya to Thom H and all panelists: Thank you so much

From vkiaya to All panelists: Very good presentation

From Karine Le Roch to All panelists: Thank you Lara and Alexandre for your excellent presentation!

From Kay Andrade-Eekhoff: Y

From Caroline Bailey to All panelists: Y

From Rosa Anaya, CRS: Y

From MetteK to All panelists: Y

From Vincent Makiyi: Y

From Kay Andrade-Eekhoff: A, B and C

From Laura Meissner: a, b

From Rosa Anaya, CRS: A C
From Hoger T. Arif (ACF): A and B

From joycekw to All panelists: Y

From Bryan Marsalis - HI: A, B

From Holly Christofferson to All panelists: A, B, and C

From Hoger T. Arif (ACF): A and B

From Dorothy Taft: A & B

From Caroline Bailey to All panelists: A, B, and C

From Omude Emoru to All panelists: B, B

From Eleanor Nagy to All panelists: A, B

From Omude Emoru to All panelists: A, B

From Amos Bitrus to All panelists: B

From Ayusa Ondieki to All panelists: ABC

From Caitlin O’Donnell (she/her): A & B

From Ayusa Ondieki: A, B & C

From Laura Meissner: 16

From Rosa Anaya, CRS: 16

From JM to All panelists: 16

From mweinmann to All panelists: 16

From Leila Garbouj to All panelists: 16

From Juan Carlos Duran Bonilla to All panelists: 16

From Heather Lynn Esper to All panelists: 16

From Omude Emoru to All panelists: 16

From Eleanor Nagy to All panelists: 16

From Julie Koehler to All panelists: 16

From Caroline Bailey to All panelists: 16
09:55:06 From Carol to All panelists: 16
09:55:19 From Amos Bitrus to All panelists: 16
09:56:15 From mweinmann to All panelists: $
09:56:16 From Laura Meissner: $
09:56:17 From Juan Carlos Duran Bonilla to All panelists: $
09:56:17 From Rosa Anaya, CRS: $
09:56:17 From Eleanor Nagy to All panelists: $
09:56:19 From Julie Koehler to All panelists: $
09:56:19 From Caitlin O’Donnell (she/her): $
09:56:19 From Caroline Bailey to All panelists: $
09:56:19 From Mike Kirakossian to All panelists: $
09:56:21 From Heather Lynn Esper to All panelists: $
09:56:21 From Omude Emoru to All panelists: $
09:56:23 From Carol to All panelists: $
09:56:24 From Ayusa Ondieki: $
09:56:25 From Leila Garbouj to All panelists: $
09:56:26 From Dorothy Taft: 16
09:56:34 From Bryan Marsalis - HI: $
09:56:39 From Amos Bitrus to All panelists: $
09:56:44 From Dorothy Taft: Cost effectiveness: $
09:56:52 From Michele McNabb: $
09:58:21 From JM to All panelists: 4
09:58:21 From Rosa Anaya, CRS: 4
09:58:22 From Bryan Marsalis - HI: 4
09:58:23 From Juan Carlos Duran Bonilla to All panelists: 4
09:58:23 From Heather Lynn Esper to All panelists: 4
09:58:24 From Julie Koehler to All panelists: 4
09:58:25 From Eleanor Nagy to All panelists: 4
09:58:25 From Haley Adams: 4
09:58:30 From Omude Emoru to All panelists: 4
09:58:31 From Terry W - Judy W to All panelists: 4
09:58:33 From Elon Gilbert to All panelists: 4
09:59:37 From Marketlinks to All panelists: Kay/Juan - you have 2 minutes left
10:00:04 From Rosa Anaya, CRS: 4
10:00:05 From JM to All panelists: 4
10:00:05 From mweinmann to All panelists: 4
10:00:05 From Laura Meissner: 4
10:00:05 From Caitlin O'Donnell (she/her): 4
10:00:06 From Elon Gilbert to All panelists: 4
10:00:07 From Leila Garbouj to All panelists: 4
10:00:07 From Julie Koehler to All panelists: 4
10:00:08 From Eleanor Nagy to All panelists: 4
10:00:08 From Terry W - Judy W to All panelists: 4
10:00:09 From Bryan Marsalis - HI: 4
10:00:15 From Dorothy Taft: 4 key elements: ensuring retention; focus on placement; working with more vulnerable (requires higher investment); relationships are critical
10:00:53 From Dorothy Taft: AMEN!
10:05:52 From Leila Garbouj to All panelists: Thanks, I have to leave.
10:08:46 From KMugenya: Kevin Mugenya with World Vision Iraq, to any of the panelist has any of the organizations partnered with faith leaders like sheikhs or Christian faith leaders to help address barriers towards access to psychological support related to religious believes or the stigmatization of seeking mental health support? if none, any recommendations on studies done along this lines?
From MetteK to All panelists: What is involved in training your staff to provide psycho-social services? Many low income countries, there is a lack of trained social workers, psychologists, etc. We talk a lot about making referrals, but what if there are no services to refer to? Has anyone ever done mobile therapy sessions? What about support groups for caregivers of traumatized/struggling persons?

From Elon Gilbert to All panelists: Is circular or long term migration a feature of any of these situations and if so are there dimensions of the training that focus on being successful in this migration?

From Brian Ssebunya to All panelists: This report can also be helpful

From Marketlinks: This report can also be helpful

From Laura Meissner to All panelists: i'm going to close it and hand it to Lori to talk about how to get the recording, documents, etc

From Mike Kirakossian to All panelists: very fruitful, thank you all

From Julie Koehler to All panelists: thank you all

From Cyril Lekiefs ACF to All panelists: Thank you

From Bryan Marsalis - HI: Thanks! lovely to hear about all your projects!

From vkiaya to All panelists: Thx